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ABOUT THE WRITER Success is a beneficiary of prophetic declarations from men of God; when I was in Nigeria and in America. I
believe that God speaks to his people through prophets. I have tons of testimonies, there are catalogues of testimonies from
others who believe and declare prophetic utterances from Prophet, like Bishop David Oyedepo on their lives and over there
situations. God has decorated my life by obeying instructions from this man of God and declaring over my life his declarations. I
am married and blessed with three wonderful children.
What a marvellous things to know that I don’t need to bear my burden by myself anymore in as much am looking unto him for help
and he is able to do so. Looking unto Jesus can only increase your faith and lead to physical and spiritual upliftment. Looking unto
Jesus also brings us in contact with the divine knowledge, wisdom and power of God. An ordinary person therefore, becomes
equipped to do exploit of supernatural dimensions.
In 2005, I resigned as a full-time pastor of a church and relocated to Lagos, Nigeria, with one mission in mind: To observe and
study the life of Bishop David Oyedepo, resident Bishop of Faith Tabernacle, Ogun State, Nigeria, the Largest Single Church in the
world, according to Guinness Book of Records What I share with you in this book is a summary of what I have learned from the life
and ministry of Bishop Dr. David O. Oyedepo in this last 10 years. It's been a long journey, but suffice it say that I have enjoyed
every bit of it. Like all men of great influence, Bishop Oyedepo, has been analysed in the public domain and given different names
by different people. However, I believe that no man actually rises to the top by making mistakes. People only rise to the top by
doing the right things over a long period of time. In this book, I share with you the success habits and secrets of one of the greatest
leaders of Charismatic revival on earth today...Bishop David Olaniyan Oyedepo May we all fulfill the purpose for which we are
born.
I have always been fascinated by the story of the lion being the king of the jungle, and through the benefit of hindsight, the
inspiration to do this mini secret of success book was as a result of the might and grace the grace of the lion. On May 19, 2014 few
days to my birthday, I wrote an elaborate piece in my column for BUSINESS WORLD in my segment called Business world on His
Highness UAE Vice President, Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, titled:
MAN BEHIND EMIRATE AIRLINE. Few days later, on my birthday, MAY 29TH 2014 I got a parcel as birthday present and in the
neatly wrapped pack was a big book by the subject matter himself, Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, the voluminous book
titled: MY VISION, Challenges in the Race for Excellence. I love what I saw at the back of the book about the Lion and the gazelle
as researched by the author.: "With each new day in Africa, a gazelle wakes up knowing he must outrun the fastest lion or perish.
At the same time, a lion stirs and stretches, knowing he must outrun the fastest gazelle or starve. It is no different for the human
race. Whether you consider yourself a gazelle or a lion, you simply have to run faster than others to survive. "In His Highness
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum viewpoint, life consist of a number of opportunities and greater opportunities do not
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come knocking on people doors. Whoever wants such opportunities must grab them when they arise, for his people and for
himself. We have to be powerful, strong-willed, determined and willing to grasp such opportunities, so that we do not have to
scavenge the leftovers of lions. Not long after my reading this story of lion and gazelle, I was in the gigantic Winners Chapel one
Sunday and here was the anointed man of God, Bishop David Oyedepo telling his mammoth flock the need to think and start living
like lion in the race for life rather than acting like cows. It is not a surprise that the narration and motivation of the story of lion as
told by the Bishop can be said to be the true motivation behind this book in your hand today. However it must be noted that the
writer has gone a step forward to talk about the much speculated worth of the man of God, what Forbes said he is worth and of
course the book is further spiced with a rare never before seen type of quotes or inspirational sayings from the man, called to
liberate his people from abject lack or one manner of illness or the other. I am confident that no matter your race, religion or age,
this book can in one way or the other be of great motivation to you in your drive to either live like a lion or a gazelle-whether you
call or see yourself as either of the animal, you simply have to RUN faster than others to survive CHIEF MIKE CERUTTI OSAGIE
2014
Becoming a minister of substance is a book borne out of the heart that is crying for a revolution in ministry. It was written out of a
God-ordained desire to see ministers take their place of honour in the affairs of men.
May I begin by thanking The Holy Spirit, my best companion, the one that reveals the mind and intent of God to the sons of God,
who revealed to me the wasteful and noisy nature of the youths of this age. Thank you Jesus! On the 9th of May 2020, after three
days of waiting on the Lord, I was in a Barbershop, to have my hair cut, when I heard the Holy Spirit said to me "The youths of this
generation already have their future in shambles!" "Why Lord?" I asked. He said to me "Many of them have truncated their
destinies by talking instead of thinking." Few hours later while I was trying to rest, I heard the voice say to me again, "Tell the
youths to be thinkers, not talkers." I began to meditate on these words and decided to pick up my phone to post the statement on
social media, but I heard the voice again in my spirit saying "No! Document it in writing". To the glory of God this book is the
product of that directive! Friend, in line with this revelation, I observed that this generation is indeed the noisiest generation. Little
wonder, much has not been achieved. Noise-making is not an achievement and you don't make news by making noise. It is
making appropriate moves that makes news-Says Bishop David Oyedepo. I discovered that the youths of this age lack moves but
like noise. This is an empty noise that wearies the mind. The youths of this generation are empty no wonder they faint and get
wearied of their strength.
In every generation, there are leaders who inspire nations. The far-reaching impact of their output is often not quantifiable but
there countless testimonies that attest to the seismic impact, the leadership of Pastor Chris Oyakhilome and Bishop David Olaniyi
Oyedepo has brought. With a biography of notable achievements that increase every year the imprint that Pastor Chris and Bishop
Oyedepo has made on the hearts of many believers is mind-blowing.Only touched people, can touch others, only blessed people
can bless others, only anointed people can anoint others, only liberated people can liberate others, only empowered people can
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empower others, Only Ordained Leaders can make meaningful landmark in their generation and cause the people to flourish like a
cedar of Lebanon.Many people are fascinated by the impressive life of Pastor Chris Oyakhilome and Bishop David Olaniyi
Oyedepo- their background, a widely successful ministry, family. This is the comprehensive guide to Pastor Chris Oyakhilome,
LoveWorld Incorporated, and Christ Embassy and Bishop David Olaniyi Oyedepo, Winners Chapel International
How to Kill A Goliath; a challenging and inspiring book from Austin Romanus, has the capacity to transform you from being
dissident over your personal problems and that of others to being audacious by the power of the Holy Spirit. The whole world is
looking for a David to kill a certain Goliath, and you may be the one. You have never read anything like it before, where the story of
David, the son of Jesse, and a man called Goliath from Gath was perfectly incorporated into the day to day affairs of the world.
What Goliath represents in your personal, family, organizational, national, and international life and what David’s killing of Goliath
means and what God intended to teach the whole world through that experience is the reason why you must read this book. It is
not just God’s word for you and your family, but God’s word to the whole world. Thus says the Lord, “Every goliath in your life,
family, organization, nation, and in this world fall and die at the instance of the glorious power of Jesus Christ!”

This book is going to push out the world changer in you. It has been written to bring out in you that which is to be but
have not yet been, that which you need to be that you have not become and to draw out to you what you can be in this
life and to your generation. Men are said to be born equal but we all know men are not equal. In the calendar of God
things happen for a reason so you are born into this world for a reason, not just a mere reason but for a unique reason
because you are not a coincidence. Get to understand who you are because you are the best option the world has to
solve the reason why you are here. Its just you that is needed to make things right, do not fall off your destiny by loosing
out on purpose for the purpose of a thing is best known to the manufacturer so find out from God today and live your life
by his design and not by default. A little baby is like a blank disk drive when born, it knows and contains nothing until
things are said to him/her and events happen around him/ her i.e. basically until the five senses start catching things
around. Be like that young child and start catching stuffs that will enhance your destiny ride. The death of Jesus was to
bring mankind back to the former glory of leadership, dominion, solution and divine relationship. If you are born again you
are a solution either in the making or one already on duty because your world needs youWake Up! Your destiny
assignments are too many for you to live a life of jeopardy, a life of ignorance or a life of self non-discovery. Wake Up!
The light of God in you is meant for a purpose, His decision to push you forth is not 12 Michael Obembe without a
reason, the blessings, gifts, talents and stuffs of God in you are not for personal enrichments they are for specific areas
of the world so find those areas and fulfill destiny. Myles Munroe once said that your existence is a proof that something
is finished that you are born to express or implement. In other words, God has finished an invention and you are the
project manager here on earth. Nobody is born without Page
a mission
neither is anyone born a mistake nor an experiment but
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its your destiny from heaven that brought you here, that destiny of being a solution to your world. You are born with a
solution destinyIt is in you. The destiny of a thing is in the thing so the solution ability you possess is right inside you all
you need to do is to push it out. Do not live life as a spectator, stand and be that centre-stage actor you are meant to be.
Do not live life as a photocopy, live the life as the original God created you to be. There is something unique about youits
the mission and vision set ahead of you and it is your being different that makes you a world reference. Remember, only
you are with a unique vision, mission, talent, and gift that the world does not have. Do not run away from your destiny,
choose to achieve it and build your purpose for a mission There are things you need to know, things you need to
remember, and things you need to start doing to be that solution you are born to be. That is what this book teaches; it
teaches a life to be lived left unlived by many. Choose to be what God created you to be.
The greatest discovery in life is the discovery of self. It is knowing who you are and what you are here on earth for. You
have a treasure, a potential within you, when you exploit this potential, it brings you glory and fulfillment in life. This book
lets you discover what you have that would give you a delivery. Inside these pages lie nuggets to discovering the full
potential of your life, it may not change your life overnight but if youll take these keys one at a time, your life will surely
change and you will enjoy living your life.
DESTROYING CURSES AND RELEASING BLESSINGS. You have a responsibility to take authority and direct your
destiny in the right direction. God's intention for you and I is to be blessed. Blessing existed before curses. Multiplied sins
of man has given curses widespread and endemic fame. People are suffering everywhere seemingly with no solution in
sight. In this book, you will learn some powerful scriptural truth and deep revelations as Pastor Benson unveils the
mystery of curses, their origin, their operations and how to deal effectively with them. You will also learn a. The reality
and dangers of generational curses. b. How to take authority over curse and how to brake them and be free. c. The
provisions and weapons God has put at our disposal to deal with satan and curses. d. How to get into God's Covenant of
blessings for you and I e. Some over 100 powerful prayer points to turn your destinies around for the best. As you
diligently and prayerfull
You were created to be productive and produce fruits of godly character; You were born to make positive impact in life
and not to live an average life style, so let your light shine. There are tremendous reservoirs of talent and even genius
locked up within mankind which can be set free and put to work after they acquire hope and purpose.The articles in this
book are meant to motivate, challenge, instruct and equip you to produce good fruits of character, break out of limitations
and be the best that you were born to be.
I have always been fascinated by the story of the lion being the king of the jungle, and through the benefit of hindsight,
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the inspiration to do this mini secret of success book was as a result of the might and grace the grace of the lion. On May
19, 2014 few days to my birthday, I wrote an elaborate piece in my column for BUSINESS WORLD in my segment called
Business world on His Highness UAE Vice President, Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai His Highness Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, titled: MAN BEHIND EMIRATE AIRLINE. Few days later, on my birthday, MAY
29TH 2014 I got a parcel as birthday present and in the neatly wrapped pack was a big book by the subject matter
himself, Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, the voluminous book titled: MY VISION, Challenges in the Race for
Excellence. I love what I saw at the back of the book about the Lion and the gazelle as researched by the author.: "With
each new day in Africa, a gazelle wakes up knowing he must outrun the fastest lion or perish. At the same time, a lion
stirs and stretches, knowing he must outrun the fastest gazelle or starve. It is no different for the human race. Whether
you consider yourself a gazelle or a lion, you simply have to run faster than others to survive. "In His Highness Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum viewpoint, life consist of a number of opportunities and greater opportunities do not
come knocking on people doors. Whoever wants such opportunities must grab them when they arise, for his people and
for himself. We have to be powerful, strong-willed, determined and willing to grasp such opportunities, so that we do not
have to scavenge the leftovers of lions. Not long after my reading this story of lion and gazelle, I was in the gigantic
Winners Chapel one Sunday and here was the anointed man of God, Bishop David Oyedepo telling his mammoth flock
the need to think and start living like lion in the race for life rather than acting like cows. It is not a surprise that the
narration and motivation of the story of lion as told by the Bishop can be said to be the true motivation behind this book in
your hand today. However it must be noted that the writer has gone a step forward to talk about the much speculated
worth of the man of God, what Forbes said he is worth and of course the book is further spiced with a rare never before
seen type of quotes or inspirational sayings from the man, called to liberate his people from abject lack or one manner of
illness or the other. I am confident that no matter your race, religion or age, this book can in one way or the other be of
great motivation to you in your drive to either live like a lion or a gazelle-whether you call or see yourself as either of the
animal, you simply have to RUN faster than others to survive
This book will change the lives of so many believers, especially the younger ones because it changed my life
progressively by correcting my perspective of my pastor. My journey has been an awesome one filled with all manner of
privileges, the privileges of meeting with great men of God early in my life as a teenage boy. I met beautiful pastors in my
life's journey, these men greatly impacted my life.Most of the truth I intend to share our stuff I got while serving all these
men and especially while serving as full-time pastor with winners chapel and especially when I was privileged to serve
very close to my father, Bishop David Oyedepo, first as member of the chaplain of covenant university at the beginning of
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the institute, 2nd as the P.A to Bishop David Oyedepo, and 3rd as the dean of student of landmark university and 4th as
field pastor of numerous years.
SELECTED QUOTES OF BISHOP DAVID OYEDEPOLulu.comUnderstanding the Power of Praise15 Success Habits of
Bishop David OyedepoA Summary of 10 Years Study of the Life and Ministry of Dr. David Oyedepo, Pastor of the
Largest Church in the WorldCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Satan does not care how many people read about prayer, if only he can keep them from praying". Hence, the need for
this book to motivate and inspire you to pray and above all get results as you pray. The 191 quotes were carefully
collected, edited and compiled by the leading of the Holy - Spirit. Therefore I can confidently tell you that as you read
through this book, you will be greatly empowered to experience the act of the Lord who answers prayers.
Faith for Supernatural ExploitsWhat is faith?Without faith you cannot do exploits. In exploring deep waters you need the power of faith. What
is faith then? Faith is the ability to trust God absolutely to perform his word in your life. Without absolute trust, in God's ability to bring to pass
that which you are asking of him then failure is inevitable.Papa: Bishop David Oyedepo defines faith as: 'holding God to his word or
committing God to his word''He said: Faith is an act motivated by the word of God. It can also be defined as a living force drawn from the
living word, for a living proof'. 'Any faith that is waiting on God to do everything is an irresponsible faith'!He said: 'Faith is not just a mere
confession; it is a great profession. It is not just saying what God says; it is doing what God says''When faith is at work, the power of God is
connected which makes all things possible.
Bishop David Oyedepo is understood and misunderstood by different people for different reasons. This book provides a better independent
real-life account of the mystery behind the mastery of this global Christian gospel phenomenon and his pace-setting undeniable world-class
superlative successes in the midst of deep multidimensional national poverty within his home country.
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